
Manage your
Stock remotely
with ease ...
We make powerful and easy to use Stock Management software 
for the Warehousing industry. We help you to plan your work with 
flexibility and ease, allowing you to concentrate on the job in hand, 
secure in the knowledge that all the information you require is at 
your fingertips.
 
Allow your clients to interact with you directly by allowing them 
access to an on-line portal, which they can view and query their 
stock and shipment information for themselves. 
This can be set-up to display live or scheduled transactions to 
suit your needs.

Full document availability for all of 
your clients, show delivery information 
and POD documents instantly. Take 
your clients to the 3rd party courier 
tracking via interactive links.
Delivery documents can be viewed on 
screen, saved as a PDF or printed.
  

All your documents in 
one place ...

Dedicated Software 
support.
 
With PinPoint Web, as with all our 
software modules, you get the 
peace of mind knowing that you 
have a dedicated team of support 
experts poised ready to deal with 
your software problem, from within 
our state of the art UK call centre.
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1472 266 000

Automatic Real Time Updating - Let your clients get the 
most up-to-date information fast!

Full User Management Control - Multiple Accounts 
per client, with full customisation and control.

Search by Date Range, Reference & Stock Codes - Powerful 
& Flexible search facilities allow your clients to find the 
information they are looking for at a glance. Accurate and 
concise search facilities.
Output to CSV File or Email CSV Directly - Flexible 
output types makes it easy for your clients to 
arrange their information how they wish

Suitable for Coldstores or Warehouses (bulk or palletised) -
The flexible nature of our software means it is equally at 
home controlling Coldstores as well as ambient warehouses.
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Easily View Stock Breakdown and Transaction Information - 
Our Dashboard technology allows you to see a graphical 
view of the clearance status of any given consignment.

Why Choose
PinPoint Web ?

As a busy Warehouse operator the 
more information that can be passed 
to the customer easily and concisely 
means less time spent by your 
operators passing on this information.
 
With PinPoint Web your customers 
get their own portal showing the most 
accurate and up-to-date information, 
all available at their fingertips allowing 
them to make mission critical 
decisions & react to stock levels or 
issues. 
 
 
 

Features of the system
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